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Abstract—In the field of spatial–spectral fusion, the variational model-based methods and the deep learning (DL)-based methods are state-of-the-art approaches. This paper presents a fusion method that combines the deep neural network with a variational model for the most common case of spatial–spectral fusion: panchromatic (PAN)/multispectral (MS) fusion. Specifically, a convolutional neural network (CNN) is first trained to learn the gradient features of the high spatial resolution multispectral image (HR-MS). The image observation variational models are then formulated to describe the relationships of the ideal fused image, the observed low spatial resolution multispectral image (LR-MS) image, and the gradient priors learned before. Then, fusion result can then be obtained by solving the fusion variational model. Both quantitative and visual assessments on high-quality images from various sources demonstrate that the proposed fusion method is superior to all the mainstream algorithms included in the comparison, in terms of overall fusion accuracy.

Index Terms—Deep learning (DL), gradient network, model-based optimization, spatial–spectral fusion.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spatial–Spectral fusion [1] is an important approach in remote sensing image fusion. It is aimed at obtaining a fused image with both high spatial and high spectral resolutions. Classic spatial–spectral fusion methods include panchromatic (PAN)/multispectral (MS) fusion, PAN/hyperspectral (HS) fusion, and MS/HS fusion. Among them, PAN/MS fusion, which is also called pansharpening, is the most common case, and aims at integrating the geometrical details of the high spatial resolution panchromatic image (HR-PAN) and the rich spectral information of the low spatial resolution multispectral image (LR-MS) to obtain a high spatial resolution multispectral image (HR-MS) [2]. To date, a large number of PAN/MS fusion methods have been proposed, which can be generally divided into four major branches [3]: 1) the component substitution (CS)-based methods; 2) the multiresolution analysis (MRA)-based methods; 3) the variational model-based methods; and 4) the deep learning (DL)-based methods.

The CS-based methods are the simplest and the most widely used methods in PAN/MS fusion [3]. The traditional understanding of this approach is to first project the upsampled LR-MS image into a new space. The component representing the spatial information is then replaced by the HR-PAN image. The fused image is obtained by a final inverse projection. The representative methods in this class include the intensity–saturation (IHS) methods [4], the principal component analysis (PCA) methods [5], the Gram–Schmidt (GS) methods [6], and the adaptive GS (GSA) methods [7]. Unfortunately, the traditional methods of this class can produce significant spectral distortions when rendering the spatial details [8]. The many advanced CS-based pansharpening methods proposed in recent years have changed this situation, and they perform well in both the spatial and spectral fidelity [9]–[12]. For example, the data fitting method proposed by Xu et al. [12] was found to be effective in reducing spectral distortion, without blurring the spatial details.

Differing from the CS-based methods, the MRA-based methods produce fewer spectral distortions in the fused image, but they are sensitive to the spatial distortions. In general, this method first separates the high-pass information and low-pass information of images by wavelet transform, Laplacian pyramid, etc., and then injects the spatial structure information extracted from the HR-PAN image into the upsampled LR-MS image to obtain the fused image. Examples of this type of method include the high-pass filter (HPF) [13], decimated wavelet transform (DWT) [14], smoothing filter-based intensity modulation (SFIM) [15], and the generalized Laplacian pyramid with modulation transfer function (MTF) matched filter (MTF-GLP) [16]. Due to the widespread use and high efficiency of the CS-based methods and the MRA-based...
methods, they can be considered as reference state-of-the-art algorithms for pansharpening [8]. However, neither of these approaches set up an explicit relation model between the observed images and the desired images.

The variational model-based were developed after the CS-based methods and the MRA-based methods, and considered as a second-generation models [17]. The variational model-based methods regard the fusion process as an ill-posed inverse optimization problem and construct the energy function based on the HR-PAN image, the LR-MS image, and the ideal fused image. The construction is usually based on observation models [18]–[20] and the sparse representation [21], [22]. An iterative optimization algorithm, such as the gradient descent algorithm [23], the conjugate gradient algorithm [24], the split Bregman iteration algorithm [25], or the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) algorithm [26]–[29], is then used to solve the fusion model to obtain the fused image. Due to the solid mathematical foundation and the strict logic system of this kind of methods, the variational model-based methods generally produce precise fusion results. However, these methods are usually very sensitive to the unavoidable inaccuracies of the adopted observational model [30].

The linear simulation from the observed and fusion images is still a limitation and cannot fully describe the potentially complex relationship between the observed and fusion images. For instance, according to the spectral response of recent spaceborne sensors, no obvious relationship exists between the PAN and MS input modalities, and such a relationship is certainly not linear [1]. Using the linear simulation between the desired HR-MS image and the observed HR-PAN image would thus restrict the fusion quality.

With the specific capability of feature extraction and learning [31], DL tends to deliver a promising performance in describing the nonlinear relationship between data, which have been applied to various remote sensing problems [32]–[36]. The DL-based pansharpening methods have been proposed in recent years and can be regarded as another new branch of the PAN/MS fusion methods [3]. In general, the DL-based pansharpening methods train a network model to learn the mapping between the LR-MS image, the LR-PAN image, and the ideal HR-MS image, and then obtain the fused image by inputting the LR-MS image and the LR-PAN image into the learned network model. Masi et al. [37] stacked the HR-PAN image with the upsampled LR-MS image to form an input volume and used a convolutional neural network (CNN) to learn the mapping between the input volume and the HR-MS image. Wei et al. [38] adopted deep residual learning to learn the mapping. Yuan et al. [39] proposed a multiscale CNN for PAN/MS fusion, where each layer was constituted by filters with different sizes for multiscale features. It is well known that the fusion methods of pansharpening make tradeoff between the spatial enhancement and the spectral fidelity. The DL-based methods usually achieve superior spectral fidelity, which means that the spatial enhancement in the fused result is insufficient, that is to say, a more or less fuzzy result will occur.

As discussed above, on the one hand, the nonlinear mapping capacity of the DL-based methods can make up for the deficiency of the variational model-based approach; on the other hand, the variational model-based methods have strong spatial enhancement capabilities, unlike the DL-based methods. It is therefore of interest to combine a DL-based method with a variational model-based fusion method.

In this paper, we propose a fusion method that combines a deep residual gradient CNN with a variational model-based fusion method. Specifically, a deep residual gradient CNN is first trained to generate the gradient information of the HR-MS image. The generated gradient priors are then plugged into a variational model-based optimization method, which can simultaneously utilize the precise characteristics of the variational model-based method and the feature learning capacity of DL to obtain a high-quality fusion performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a detailed description of the proposed method. In Section III, the experiments and discussions are presented. The conclusions and future research directions are summarized in Section IV.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Variational Model-Based Fusion Framework

In general, the energy function of the variational model-based spatial–spectral fusion methods can be summed up as three terms: 1) the spectral fidelity model; 2) the spatial enhancement model; and 3) the prior model. This can be generally represented as the following expression:

$$E(X) = p_{\text{spectral}}(X, Y) + p_{\text{spatial}}(X, Z) + p_{\text{prior}}(X)$$

where $X$ denotes the ideal fused image, $Y$ denotes the high spectral resolution but low spatial resolution image, and $Z$ denotes the high spatial resolution but low spectral resolution image. More specifically, in PAN/MS fusion, $X \in \mathbb{R}^{MN \times S}$ represents the desired HR-MS image; $M$, $N$, and $S$ are the width, the height, and the band number of the ideal image. $Y \in \mathbb{R}^{mn \times S}$ denotes the LR-MS image, and $Z \in \mathbb{R}^{MN \times 1}$ denotes the HR-PAN image. $M/m$ is the spatial resolution ratio of the LR-MS image to the HR-MS image.

The first term is the spectral fidelity model, which represents the relationship between the ideal fused image and the LR-MS image. The second term is the spatial enhancement model, which relates the ideal fused image to the HR-PAN image. The last term is the regularization term that imposes constraints on the ideal fused image, where Laplacian priors [40], Huber-Markov priors [18], total variation (TV) priors [41], a nonlocal priors [42], and low-rank priors [43] have been proposed in the many variational model-based PAN/MS fusion methods.

B. Combining Deep Learning and Variational Model

The existing papers that have combined DL and variational model-based optimization have mainly trained a set of fast and effective regularization terms by DL, such as the denoisers [31]. However, the spatial–spectral fusion focuses on mining and integrating the high-resolution information into the desired image, meaning that it is reasonable to incorporate a DL-based spatial enhancement term into the variational model-based methods. In general, the spatial enhancement term is constructed based on two assumptions. The first
Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed method. (1) Upsampling process of the LR-MS image. (2) Stack the upsampled LR-MS image and the HR-PAN image in the spectral dimension first, and then obtain the horizontal and vertical gradients of the stacked volume. (3) Select the gradient of the HR-MS image from the stacked gradients. (4) Construct the fusion variational model with the original LR-MS image and the gradients of the HR-MS image learned from the gradient CNN.

assumes spectral degradation between the HR-MS image and the HR-PAN image, i.e., the HR-PAN image is assumed to be a linear combination of the various bands of the HR-MS image [18], [44]. The second assumes that the spatial structures of the ideal HR-MS image are approximately consistent with the HR-PAN image [30], including gradient features [45], [46] and wavelet coefficients [47]. In the first assumption, a complex nonlinear relationship exists between the HR-PAN image and the spectral bands of the HR-MS image [1], which is unsuitable to express as a linear function. In the second assumption, a consistency constraint fidelity term is usually used to retain the high spatial information such as gradient features. The relationship between the gradients of the HR-PAN image and the HR-MS image can also be nonlinear since the gradients are usually obtained by linear operators on the images. Therefore, nonlinearity can be more suitable to describe the relationship of the images’ spatial structures.

With the capability in feature extraction and mapping learning, DL has great potential to model this complex nonlinear relationship [48]. It is therefore of interest to integrate DL into the variational model construction. In this paper, we train the mapping from the gradient of the HR-PAN image and the LR-MS image to that of the HR-MS image via a deep residual CNN, as the gradient features can reflect the spatial structures in images most directly. We then construct a variational model based on the learned gradient guidance. Details are provided in Fig. 1.

1) Gradient Generation Using the Deep Residual CNN: Instead of directly mapping the HR-PAN image and the LR-MS image to the HR-MS image, we stack the gradient of the HR-PAN image and that of the upsampled LR-MS image in the spectral dimension to form the input volume of the proposed network. On the one hand, using the gradient directly makes the goal of the network more clear, which is to obtain accurate spatial structures of the HR-MS image, i.e., the gradient. On the other hand, most pixel values in the gradient image will be very close to zero, and the spatial distribution of the feature maps should be very sparse, which can transfer the gradient descent process to a much smoother hyper-surface of loss to the filtering parameters, as in residual learning [34].

Instead of directly mapping the input volume to the gradient of the ideal HS-MS image, we utilize the popular residual learning strategy [49] and map the input gradient volume to the gradient residual volume. The residual learning strategy was first proposed to solve the degradation of training accuracy with increasing network depth [49]. It is assumed that if the optimal function is closer to an identity mapping, it is easier to learn the residual mapping than the original identity mapping. Different from the residual network [49] that utilizes many residual units, the proposed deep residual CNN uses one residual unit to predict the gradient residual image. Note that, prior to the residual network [49], the strategy of learning the residual image has been utilized in many tasks [50], [51]. Furthermore, when combined with mapping the gradient, the residual learning strategy further improves the sparsity of the network, which can boost the learning performance.

2) Architecture of the Deep Residual Gradient CNN: A general CNN architecture is adopted in this paper (see the deep residual gradient CNN part in Fig. 1). Inspired by the deep residual network for image denoising (DNCNN) [31], this paper presents a specific improvement of the architecture for
the task of gradient training. Structural details of the network can be seen in Fig. 2.

For better understanding the architecture of the proposed deep residual gradient CNN, two stacks are first introduced. Stack-1 is the stack of the upsampled LR-MS image and the HR-PAN image in the spectral dimension. Stack-2 is the stack of the ideal HR-MS image and the HR-PAN image in the spectral dimension. The input of the proposed network is the gradients of stack-1 in both horizontal and vertical directions. As displayed in the input volume of Fig. 2, the blue boxes represent gradients of the HR-PAN image; the yellow boxes represent gradients of the upsampled LR-MS image.

The output of the proposed CNN is the gradient residual image between the gradient of stack-1 and the gradient of stack-2. As displayed in the output volume of Fig. 2, the orange boxes represent the residual image between the gradient of the HR-MS image in stack-2 and the gradient of the upsampled LR-MS image in stack-1. The blue boxes represent residual images between the gradients of the HR-PAN image in stack-2 and stack-1, respectively. The same size between the output and the input makes it convenient to calculate.

To illustrate the superiority of the residual learning strategy, Fig. 3 shows the comparison of the loss curve of the proposed deep residual gradient CNN and the loss curve of deep plain gradient CNN. The architecture and input of the plain network are the same as that of the residual network, but the output is different. The output of the plain network is the gradient image of stack-2 in both horizontal and vertical directions, while the output of the residual network is the gradient residual image. The network models are trained on QuickBird images. As clearly displayed in Fig. 3, the adopted residual learning strategy not only helps to speed up the convergence but also leads to lower training errors.

As shown in Fig. 2, the proposed residual CNN has 17 blocks, which consists of three types.

1) Conv + ReLU, for block 1, 64 filters of size $3 \times 3 \times (2S + 2)$ is first employed to generate 64 feature maps, and then the ReLU is used on the generated feature maps, where $S$ denotes the band number of the original LR-MS image.

2) Conv+ReLU, for blocks 2–16, 64 filters of size $3 \times 3 \times 64$ and the ReLU are utilized.

3) Conv + Loss, for the last block, $(2S + 2)$ filters of size $3 \times 3 \times 64$ is used to obtain the output. The mean square error (MSE) is used as the loss function

$$\text{loss} = \frac{1}{2C} \sum_{k=1}^{C} \|f(I_{nk}) - (T_{rk} - I_{nk})\|_2^2 \quad (2)$$

where $I_n$ is the input gradient, i.e., the gradient of stack-1 in horizontal and vertical directions. $T_r$ is the ground truth gradient, i.e., the gradient of stack-2 in horizontal and vertical directions. $T_r - I_n$ is the label data of the proposed network. $f(\cdot)$ is the mapping process, $f(I_{nk})$ means the output of the CNN, and $C$ represents the training image (patch) pairs in a mini-batch, which is set 128 in this paper.

C. Learned Gradient Guidance-Based Fusion Model

The proposed fusion method combines the deep residual gradient CNN with the variational model-based framework. Specifically, the method includes three main steps. First, a deep residual gradient CNN is trained to obtain the gradient information of the HS-MS image. Variational model-based optimization is then conducted using the LR-MS image, the gradient priors, and the ideal fused image. Finally, an iterative optimization algorithm is used to solve the fusion model. Fig. 1 is the flowchart of the proposed method. As displayed in Fig. 1, a volume is first obtained by stacking the bicubic-upsampled LR-MS image and the LR-PAN image in the spectral dimension. The horizontal and vertical gradients of the stacked volume form the input volume of the deep residual gradient CNN. The output of the deep residual gradient CNN is the gradient residual image. By adding the input and output of the network, the gradient priors of the HR-MS image can be obtained. Next, the energy function of the fusion model is constructed by using the original LR-MS image, the gradient priors of the HR-MS image, and the ideal fused image. Finally,
an iterative optimization is used to solve the energy function and obtain the fused image.

The energy function constructed in the proposed method can be written as

$$\tilde{X} = \arg \min_{X} \frac{1}{2} \|Y - HX\|_F^2 + \frac{\lambda}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{2} \|\nabla_j X - G_j\|_F^2 + \frac{\mu}{2} \|QX\|_F^2. \quad (3)$$

In the first term, $H \in \mathbb{R}^{MN \times MN}$ is the downsampling and blurring matrix. The spectral fidelity model is constructed based on the assumption that the observed LR-MS image can be obtained by blurring, downsampling, and the noise operators performed on the HR-MS image. In the second term, $\nabla_j \in \mathbb{R}^{MN \times MN}$ with $j = 1, 2$ means the global first-order finite difference matrix in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. $G$ denotes the gradient images of the HR-MS image learned through the deep residual gradient network, $G_1 \in \mathbb{R}^{MN \times S}$ and $G_2 \in \mathbb{R}^{MN \times S}$ represents the horizontal and vertical directions. It is assumed that the gradient of the ideal image is consistent with $G$. The third term is the common Laplacian prior model, where $Q \in \mathbb{R}^{MN \times MN}$ indicates the Laplacian matrix, $\lambda$ and $\mu$ are adjustable parameters used to balance the relative contribution of the three terms. The variational model is associated with a quadratic regularized least-squares problem, which can be further written as

$$H^T H + \lambda \sum_{j=1}^{2} \nabla_j^T \nabla_j + \mu Q^T Q X = H^T Y + \lambda \sum_{j=1}^{2} \nabla_j^T G_j. \quad (4)$$

This function is difficult to solve due to its large dimensions. An iterative optimization algorithm is therefore selected to solve the problem. In this paper, the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) method is selected due to its fast convergence and high efficiency. The solution can be achieved by invoking the PCG function in the MATLAB.

### III. Experiments and Discussion

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, both simulated and real-data experiments are performed, as described in the following. The proposed method is compared with five mainstream algorithms from different branches: adaptive intensity–hue–saturation (AIHS) fusion method [52], MTF-GLP with high-pass modulation (HPM) injection model algorithm (MTF-GLP-HPM) [53], the two-step sparse coding model (TSSC) [21], the deep residual pansharpening network (DRPNN) [38], and DNCNN [31]-based pansharpening. In order to eliminate the effect of the different network structures, the experimentally designed DNCNN-based pansharpening has a similar network structure to the gradient network in the proposed fusion method. Among the five comparison algorithms, AIHS belongs to the CS-based family, MTF-GLP-HPM belongs to the MRA-based branch, TSSC belongs to the variational model-based methods, and the last two are DL-based methods.

To quantify the accuracy of the fusion results, four indices are used in this paper: the relative dimensionless global error in synthesis (ERGAS), the spectral angle mapper (SAM), the $Q$ metric, and the peak-signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR).

1) **Train Data Sets:** Two deep residual gradient CNN models are trained for the QuickBird sensor and the WorldView-2 sensor, respectively. When training the QuickBird gradient network model, three LR-MS images with a size of $5200 \times 4400 \times 4$, $1000 \times 1000 \times 4$, and $3600 \times 1000 \times 4$, and three HR-PAN images with a size of $20 800 \times 17 600$, $4000 \times 4000$, and $14 400 \times 4000$, obtained by the QuickBird sensor, are used to obtain 102 400 patches for training and 8960 patches for validation. The size of each patch is $40 \times 40 \times 10$. When training the WorldView-2 gradient CNN model, three LR-MS images with a size of $3500 \times 3500 \times 8$, $2800 \times 3700 \times 8$, and $3200 \times 2800 \times 8$, and three HR-PAN images with a size of $14 000 \times 14 000$, $11 200 \times 14 800$, and $12 800 \times 11 200$, obtained by the WorldView-2 sensor, are used to obtain 51 200 patches for training and 3840 patches for validation. The size of the patches is $40 \times 40 \times 18$, and the batchsize used in both network models is 128.

2) **Test Data Sets:** Four data sets are employed in the simulated and real-data experiments, as follows. The gray values of each image are all normalized to [0, 1].

1) The first data set is made up of QuickBird images, which are cropped to $250 \times 250 \times 4$ to obtain the LR-MS images and $1000 \times 1000$ to obtain the HR-PAN images, respectively. The spatial resolutions of the HR-PAN images and the LR-MS images are 0.61 and 2.44 m, respectively. There are 12 pairs of images with different textures, which are used in the simulated-data experiments.

2) The second data set is made up of WorldView-2 images, which are cropped to $250 \times 250 \times 8$ to obtain the LR-MS images and $1000 \times 1000$ to obtain the HR-PAN images, respectively. The spatial resolutions of the HR-PAN image and the LR-MS images are 0.5 and 2 m, respectively. There are six pairs of images with different textures, which are used in the simulated-data experiments.

3) The third data set is a pair of IKONOS images with a size of $200 \times 200 \times 4$ and $800 \times 800$. The spatial resolutions of the HR-PAN images and the LR-MS images are 1 and 4 m, respectively. These images are used in the real-data experiments.

4) The fourth data set is a pair of WorldView-2 images with a size of $200 \times 200 \times 8$ and $800 \times 800$. The spatial resolutions of the HR-PAN image and the LR-MS image are 0.5 and 2 m, respectively. These images are used in the real-data experiments.

Note that, all the test data sets are spatially disjoint from the training and validation patches used in the network training. For example, three images used to train the QuickBird network model are of Nanchang, Yichang, and Shenzhen, while the test data set of QuickBird images is of Wuhan.

3) **Parameter Setting:** In (3), $\lambda$ and $\mu$ are adjustable parameters used to balance the relative contribution of the three terms. Fig. 4 analyzes the sensitivity of the two adjustable parameters of the proposed method. Specifically, Fig. 4(a)–(d), respectively, shows the sensitivity analysis of $\lambda$ and $\mu$ on the
Fig. 4. Analysis of the adjustable parameters $\lambda$ and $\mu$ of the proposed method. (a) Analysis of $\lambda$ on the simulated experiment of QuickBird images. (b) Analysis of $\lambda$ on the simulated experiment of WorldView-2 images. (c) Analysis of $\mu$ on the simulated experiment of QuickBird images. (d) Analysis of $\mu$ on the simulated experiment of WorldView-2 images.

In the simulated experiments, we first downsample the HR-PAN image to obtain the low-resolution PAN image (LR-PAN) and downsample the LR-MS image to obtain the lower resolution MS image. Then, we fuse the LR-PAN image and the lower resolution MS image to obtain the fused image. The original LR-MS image acts as a reference to evaluate the fused image both qualitatively and quantitatively.

The first series of simulated experiments are performed on the QuickBird images. Table I shows the simulated QuickBird experimental results with the average of 12 groups, where the best performance for each quality index is marked in bold and the second-best performance for each quality index is underlined. In these experiments, the SAM value of the proposed method is the second-best, and all the other indicators are higher than those of the other methods, which demonstrate that the proposed method can provide a better tradeoff between spectral information fidelity and spatial detail enhancement.

In the last column of Table I, the running times of all fusion methods are listed, which represent the total time of running all groups of images in simulated experiments. Like the two DL-based method in the comparison, the gradient network of the proposed method runs fast, and the selected PCG iterative optimization algorithm efficiently solve the constructed energy function, which leads to the acceptable running time of the proposed method.
A group of simulated fusion results is selected to be displayed as true-color images in Fig. 5. By comparing the results, it can be observed that AIHS performs poorly in both spatial detail enhancement and spectral fidelity, as shown in Fig. 5(c). For the MTF-GLP-HPM and TSSC methods, sharpened spatial features are achieved, but with severe spectral distortion, such as the vegetation area shown in Fig. 5(d) and (e). For the two CNN-based methods, they both show a good performance in spectral fidelity but are poor in spatial texture information enhancement, as can be seen in the zoomed area in Fig. 5(f) and (g). Overall, DRPNN performs better than the DNCNN-based pansharpening. The proposed method combines the respective advantages of the variational model-based method and the DL-based method, and the fused results are the closest to the ground truth, both in the fusion of the spatial details and in the preservation of the spectral fidelity [see Fig. 5(h)].

Fig. 6 shows the point plot of the difference images between the various fusion results and the ground truth in Fig. 5. Six points of different colors denote the mean values of six difference images. The closer the mean value is to zero, the better the fusion result is. The vertical lines at each point represent the error line of each difference image, which show the confidence interval of each difference image. As shown in Fig. 6, the proposed method shows the best fusion result.

To further analyze the fusion results, Fig. 7 shows the horizontal profiles of the digital values of the various fusion results and the ground truth in Fig. 5. The closer the profile of the fusion result is to the profile of the ground truth, the better the fusion result is. In Fig. 7, the proposed method outperforms the five mainstream contrastive algorithms in bands and is closest to the ground truth, which illustrates the superior fidelity performance of the proposed method.

The second series of simulated experiments are performed on the WorldView-2 images. Table II shows the simulated WorldView-2 experimental results with the average of six groups, where the best performance for each quality index is marked in bold, and the second-best performance for each quality index is underlined. In these experiments, the $Q$ value

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method/index</th>
<th>ERGAS(%)</th>
<th>SAM(%)</th>
<th>Q(%)</th>
<th>PSNR(%)</th>
<th>Time(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIHS</td>
<td>3.5005</td>
<td>3.5989</td>
<td>0.8815</td>
<td>33.3684</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTF-GLP-HPM</td>
<td>3.4599</td>
<td>3.2430</td>
<td>0.9065</td>
<td>33.6465</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSSC</td>
<td>3.1377</td>
<td>3.1602</td>
<td>0.9158</td>
<td>34.4225</td>
<td>43.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNCNN</td>
<td>3.0136</td>
<td>2.9402</td>
<td>0.9144</td>
<td>34.7869</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRPNN</td>
<td>2.7863</td>
<td>2.6903</td>
<td>0.9265</td>
<td>35.4484</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>2.4598</td>
<td>2.7124</td>
<td>0.9441</td>
<td>36.4841</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Point plot of the difference images between the various fusion results and the ground truth in Fig. 5.
of the proposed method is very close to the best result, but the other indicators are all higher than those of the other methods.

A group of simulated fusion results is selected to be displayed in Fig. 8. Fig. 8 shows the absolute difference images, which is composed of the maximum values of the absolute difference image between the various fusions and the ground truth in the spectral dimension. The less the spatial information can be seen in the difference image, the better the fusion result is. For instance, the spatial structure of the ground truth is clearly visible in the AIHS difference image and MTF-GLP-HPM difference image, as seen in the zoomed area in Fig. 8(c) and (d). This means that there is still some high-resolution spatial information in the HR-PAN image that is not integrated into the fused image, and the AIHS and MTF-GLP-HPM methods are poor in spatial enhancement. The clearly reduced spatial information in the zoomed area in Fig. 8(e)–(h) shows the better spatial enhancement of TSSC, DNCNN, DRPNN, and the proposed method. Moreover, the

![Image](image.png)

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method/index</th>
<th>ERGAS(%)</th>
<th>SAM(%)</th>
<th>Q(%)</th>
<th>PSNR(%)</th>
<th>Time(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIHS</td>
<td>2.9039</td>
<td>3.5143</td>
<td>0.8674</td>
<td>32.5207</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTF-GLP-HPM</td>
<td>2.5411</td>
<td>3.2740</td>
<td>0.9156</td>
<td>33.9657</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSSC</td>
<td>2.5411</td>
<td>3.9405</td>
<td>0.9276</td>
<td>35.7345</td>
<td>37.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNCNN</td>
<td>2.0757</td>
<td>2.9492</td>
<td>0.9303</td>
<td>35.7703</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRPNN</td>
<td>1.9900</td>
<td>2.8259</td>
<td>0.9384</td>
<td>35.9148</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>1.8615</td>
<td>2.7028</td>
<td>0.9381</td>
<td>36.6352</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. 8. Absolute difference images between the various fusion results and the ground truth. (a) LR-MS image. (b) HR-PAN image. (c) Difference image of AIHS. (d) Difference image of MTF-GLP-HPM. (e) Difference image of TSSC. (f) Difference image of DNCNN. (g) Difference image of DRPNN. (h) Difference image of the proposed method.
Fig. 9. Spectral error curves of four random pixels of difference images between the fusion results and the ground truth in Fig. 8.

almost invisible spatial structure in the proposed difference image in Fig. 8(h) indicates the superior spatial enhancement of the proposed method.

Fig. 9 shows the comparison of the spectral error curves of four random pixels of the difference images between the fusion results and the ground truth. In Fig. 9, the vertical axis named spectral error stands for the error values between the fusion results and the ground truth in each band, and the horizontal axis represents the band number. Similar to Fig. 6, the closer the error value is to zero, the better the fusion result is. It can be seen in Fig. 9 that the spectral error curve of the proposed method is closest to zero, which means that the proposed method has the best spectral fidelity. When combined with Fig. 8, it confirms the favorable performance of the proposed method in both spatial detail enhancement and spectral fidelity.

B. Real-Data Experiments

To further verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, two real data sets are employed in the real-data experiments. In the real-data experiments, we fuse the HR-PAN image and the LR-MS image directly to obtain the fused image.

Fig. 10 shows the results for the IKONOS images fused by the various mainstream methods. Note that, due to the lack of IKONOS images for training a network model, the three DL-based methods do not train a network model for the IKONOS sensor, and the network model trained for the Quick-Bird sensor is used to fuse the IKONOS images. Sharpened spatial features with severe spectral distortion are achieved by AIHS, MTF-GLP-HPM, and TSSC methods, as can be seen in the zoomed area in Fig. 10(c)–(e). DNCNN and DRPNN show a good performance in spectral fidelity but are poor in spatial texture information enhancement, as can be seen in the zoomed area in Fig. 10(f) and (g). Overall, the proposed method shows a superior performance, in both the fusion of the spatial details and in the preservation of the spectral fidelity, as can be seen in Fig. 10(h). Fig. 11 displays the real-data fusion results for the WorldView-2 images, which shows the same tendency as the simulated WorldView-2 experiments.

C. Further Discussion

As described in Section II-B, the spatial enhancement model in the variational model-based fusion methods is generally constructed based on two assumptions: the image prior and the spatial structure prior. The proposed model combines the deep residual gradient CNN with a variational model,
Fig. 11. Real-data fusion results of the WorldView-2 images. (a) LR-MS image. (b) HR-PAN image. (c) AIHS. (d) MTF-GLP-HPM. (e) TSSC. (f) DNCNN. (g) DRPNN. (h) Proposed method.

which is based on the second assumption. To explore this more comprehensively, a combination based on the first assumption is constructed, as shown in (5). In (5), $\tilde{X} \in \mathbb{R}^{MN \times S}$ is the image prior learned from the neural network. To compare the effects of the two variational models, simulated experiments are carried out on the QuickBird images and WorldView-2 images

$$
\tilde{X} = \arg \min_{X} \frac{1}{2} ||Y - HX||_{F}^{2} + \frac{\lambda}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{2} ||X - \tilde{X}||_{F}^{2} + \frac{\mu}{2} ||QX||_{F}^{2}.
$$

(5)

Table III shows the quantitative results of different variational models, where DNCNN_image represents that the image prior $\tilde{X}$ in (5) is the fusion result of DNCNN, and DRPNN_image represents that the $\tilde{X}$ in (5) is the fusion result of DRPNN. The upper part of Table III shows the simulated QuickBird experimental results with the average of 12 groups, and the lower part of Table III shows the simulated WorldView-2 experimental results with the average of six groups. In both parts, the best performance for each quality index is marked in bold and the second-best performance for each quality index is underlined. As shown in Table III, all the indices for the proposed method are the best in both the QuickBird and WorldView-2 experiments. This demonstrates that in the spatial enhancement terms, the gradient prior, which directly represents the spatial information, can obtain better results than the image prior.

To further illustrate the superiority of the proposed method, we design simulated experiments to compare the effect of the gradient priors obtained by different networks. Table IV lists the quantitative results of different strategies of obtaining the gradient prior, where DNCNN_gra and DRPNN_gra denote strategies that add the gradient of the fusion results obtained by DNCNN and DRPNN to the proposed constructed variational model, i.e., (3), respectively. Table IV has the same settings as Table III. It can be seen that most of the indices for the proposed method are the best, and the others are very close to the best. The reason for this could be that in the proposed gradient network, the purpose of the network is to obtain accurate HR-MS image gradient information. A lot of nongradient information existing in the image fusion network restricts the training of the image gradient, while the gradient network better preserves the gradient of the images.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

In this paper, we have proposed a PAN/MS fusion method that incorporates a deep residual gradient CNN into a
variational model-based framework. In the proposed method, we first train a gradient network to obtain the gradient of the HR-MS image and then utilize the learned gradient prior to construct a fusion variational model. Experiments on QuickBird, WorldView-2, and IKONOS data sets confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed method.

In our future works, the proposed method will be extended in two directions. On the one hand, as we just utilize a simple CNN to learn the gradient information, it may be possible to discover CNNs with different architectures, which can improve the performance. On the other hand, it will be of great significance to think about other ways to integrate DL into the variational model-based methods, to fully utilize the characteristics of the variational model-based methods and the feature learning capability of DL.
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